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A new crew, a new job, and a new unknown way to the future. The year is 2047. A unique team will be the first to break the rules of spaceflight, embarking on a long and perilous journey, flying a brand new ship built for a singular purpose – exploration. That ship is the Ark, a vessel from another age, rescued from the void of space and
refitted for a new purpose. Now it awaits its crew at the heart of the solar system. Your mission: survive. The Game: Multiplayer: - Local Multiplayer: - Online Multiplayer: - Player Matching: Features: - Universally playable: OS/2/Windows/Linux/Mac - Story based: end-game content - Full physics-driven space simulation - Procedurally
generated content - Ground survival elements, oxygen loss - Autosave - Multiplayer: - Player matching for 1 to 4 players (Co-op) - 4 player local multiplayer (Co-op) - 2 player singleplayer - LAN support - Hosting This game supports Windows, OS X and Linux. Minimum requirements: - Windows 7/8/10 (with uPlay) - OS X 10.6 or later -
Ubuntu 12.04, Ubuntu 14.04 or Ubuntu 15.04 - 16GB RAM - 4 CPU core processor - 800 × 600 display resolution Download Ark Survival Evolved is completely free. The Game Download Buy the Ark Survival Evolved Scenario Pack 7 with extra content HERE! Steam: Oculus store: Steam Android: For additional patches and information
about features, updates and changes, please see: Multiplayer: - Player Matching: - Online Multiplayer: - Player Matching for 1 to 4 players (Co-op) - 4 player local multiplayer (Co-op) - 2 player singleplayer - LAN support - Hosting This game supports Windows, OS X and Linux. Minimum requirements: - Windows 7/8/10 (with uPlay) - OS X
10.6 or later - Ubuntu 12.04, Ubuntu 14.04 or Ubuntu
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Wars Across The World Features Key:
Cross-platform AR’s
99 missions in 5 WW2 focused campaigns
Thousands of 3D models: tanks, planes, ships, fortresses
Cutscene, server capacity and clan chat system
World-type settings: battle, shell, siege
New maps
Dynamic events
Dynamic opponents
Realistic hardware requirements for PCs and Macs

You’ll find out what realism is in Wars Across The World when you can go directly into battle by simply imagining yourself in the front seat of a fighter plane or a fortress defensive tower, or even roll out on the carpet of your own mobile war station. To see what’s waiting for you in your corner, you can either enter server matches for quick
games or enjoy the advantages of a dedicated server: you can find out about the matchmaking process, when the match will start and how long it will take. And if all the combatant forces are out on the battlefield awaiting the commander, you can ask the server to call up sudden catastrophic events. There’ll be time to prepare for the attack
and even to pick up weapons, take cover or reflect the incoming shells. And in all events the duration of the combat should be sufficient for both fields to claim their aims and objectives. And when the damage goes onward, you can check the number of kills and how your combat group looks after each other. These are just a few example of
quite realistic interactions of the free combat games in Wars Across The World.
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